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My name’s Alan Smith I became a professional footballer in 1982 when I joined Leicester City. Played for them for 5 years. I think I scored 76 goals for them in that time. And then I joined Arsenal in 1987 for £750,000. We were lucky enough to win the league in 1989. Arsenal hadn’t won it in 18 years. I won the golden boot that season as the division’s top scorer then we won the league again in ’91 and a few more trophies came and I retired in 1995 after a bad knee injury.

Which trophy means most?
The first championship does I think because we hadn’t won the league in 18 years but the manner of the victory at Anfield when it was the last game of the season against Liverpool and we had to beat them by two goals and you know obviously nobody expected us to win but I scored the first goal shortly into the second half and that was one of, I’d say that was my most important goal of my career. And the Michael Thomas got the winner, the clincher in the dying seconds and it was just a super way to finish to win the championship and finish the season and it’s something which I don’t think will ever be repeated.

Can you describe what’s it like to score an important goal?
It’s difficult, I mean you get a huge adrenaline rush with any goal normally. As a striker scoring is your lifeblood and it’s a wonderful feeling every time you hit the back of the. But I mean in the major finals if you score a goal immediately you understand the significance of it, of course, but I think it’s when you sit back afterwards and think ‘Oh blimey, you know, that was a big game! Er you know I did well there’ I mean it is a brilliant feeling at the time, there’s nothing that can describe it – I think that rush of adrenaline is something you do miss when you finish.

Can you remember your very first professional goal
Yea it was at Rotherham  actually playing for Leicester city up at their place. Emlyn Hughes was playing for them, I think  he was captain, player manager – whatever. Er and I intercepted a back pass and I knocked it in, I can remember it quite clearly. I mean I haven’t got a very good memory in everyday life but I can remember a lot of goals they tend to stick with you.

What other goals in your career stand out for you?
Scoring for England at Wembley I think. I scored two goals in, I got 13 caps but I got two – I got one against Turkey which was in the European Championship qualifier and it was the only goal of the match - we won one-nil at Wembley. It was a headed goal from close in it wasn’t that spectacular but you know my Dad was up in the stand and to score the winning goal for England is something else entirely. That was a very proud moment – the one at Anfield, the Cup Winners Cup goal, that was a big one for me when we beat Parma – that was the only goal of the match as well. It was quite a long distance one for me Normally I didn’t score too many outside the box. That one was just outside with the left foot, a volley, the inside of the post it went in off and em yea it was added excitement because it was a major final and it was a good goal.

Which is more rewarding, playing for a successful club or playing for your country or is it two different things?
It is two different things. There’s a great feeling of camaraderie with your club team mates because you are very close to them and you aren’t so much with the England lads who you meet up with occasionally every month or so. So when you’ve achieved something you’ve all worked together for it you’ve all trained together everyday, know each others’ characters inside out and that’s a wonderful feeling when you pull something off. But you know obviously representing your country is another feeling and em I mean we’ve not been too successful down the years with England but nevertheless standing there for the National Anthem and to actually say that you know at one given time you were the best player in England in that position it’s a great feeling when you look back. 

Unfortunately you had to retire early because of injury but was there anything left you felt you wanted to achieve on the playing field?
Looking back I would’ve liked to play abroad I think. I think there were various opportunities but I wasn’t out of contract and the clubs turned it down but it would have been a nice thing to be able to say you’ve been abroad and conquered that and learnt the language, adapted to the lifestyle and everything. I think it would have broadened your horizons and it would have benefited you as a person but having said that I can’t complain. I was at Arsenal during that time when I perhaps could have gone abroad and you know the times we had there were fantastic so em. No I would have liked to have played a bit longer.

I would’ve liked to play the World Cup for England actually. I just missed out in selection in 1990. I was in the squad of 26 and he whittled it down to 22. I think three out of the four players were Arsenal players. That was a bad day. That would’ve been nice to go to a world cup.

What is it that makes a striker a good striker?
I think well he’s got to be single minded if he wants to score goals. There were times where perhaps there might a better pass on but you see the goals and you want to have a shot. I mean I wasn’t a particularly selfish type of striker, I was more of a team player. I never regarded myself as an out and out goal scorer but you have got to have that single-minded side to your character. You’ve got to be durable you know you’ve got to be able to take knocks, you know both mentally and physically because there’s going to be times when you’ll go through a bad patch and you’ve got to stay strong and come through that and not let your head drop. Got to be a good footballer, have good control, all the normal things that you would expect to become a footballer. But you know being a striker is quite a specialised job and a lot of it is mental you know – having the confidence and self belief to go out there and knock them in. Sometimes chances can look easy but when you’re not in a run of good form they’re very difficult, and yea, lots mental.

What advice would you give to someone just starting out – what has experience taught you?
I would say to work hard and be dedicated at your profession because the more work that you do put in the more rewards you’ll get out. You know obviously you become wise as you play more games and you get to know what managers want from a player which you don’t always know when you’re starting out and you know maybe different players have different agendas, you know, they’re playing for themselves sometimes not for the team. And it’s quite a ruthless game, you’re there to represent yourself first and foremost and you’ve got to look after yourself and in doing that you’ll help the team if you give it your best. Just basically to be dedicated – it’s long slog, a season is a long slog, and to try and be consistent and put full effort into every match.

What brought you into football in the first place
Like most lads I played from the day I could walk – school teams, district, county everything. At the age of 16 I didn’t get snapped up by a club so I was a bit different to some of my peers and I carried on with my education, did my A-levels and went into non-league football then. I went to Coventry polytechnic to do a degree and then I just got spotted playing for the non-league side Alvechurch and Leicester offered me a contract from there. At that stage maybe I was thinking more with what I was going to with my degree than ‘will the chance ever come’. I was just enjoying my football with Alvechurch but then this contract offer came up you know and I chose to take it and I finished my studies. 

You had to retire early because of injury, was that something you were prepared for or was it a difficult time?
It was difficult, you know I wasn’t prepared for it really – I was towards the latter stages of the injury but I’d never really had a bad injury and then I got this. I tore my cartilage and I had a couple of operations to take bits out of the knee and then there was a stage then where although the  physio staff and the coaching staff thought I’d be fine I knew in my head that something wasn’t right and I didn’t think I was going to recover and then eventually turned out thatI had to pack up and that’s when you sit down and think -  ‘Oh well, that’s over, what am I going to do now?’ So – you always plan on playing until 35, you think you will play until 35 and I was 32 so you know so it was a question of doing something then.

Many players when they finish their career go on to management – has that ever appealed to you – coaching?
Not it hasn’t actually. I’d like it to appeal to me because I mean days like today it’d be lovely to be out on the training pitch and I miss the fresh air that’s the one thing most ex pros will tell you, that they miss the outdoor life and having a laugh and a joke and a healthy lifestyle. But I’m just not that way inclined to be a coach – you can’t force yourself – so I’ve never gone down that road.

So you’ve gone into the media – what is it that you do mostly?
I do mostly writing actually which isn’t something that most ex-players do much of. A lot go into the media, a lot do television and radio but the bulk of my work is you know writing columns – going to a match, doing a piece on a particular player or whatever and I write for some web sites and other newspapers apart from the Telegraph. Then I will go on there’s Sky, there’s quite a few television stations that aren’t broadcast in England but on the internet and around the world. I do one that’s broadcast in the middle east which has got the rights for Premiership football and I go on that occasionally but as I said writing takes up the main time.

What would be the low points or the worst experineces you’ve had – other than having to retire early?
Couple of matches. We lost to Wrexham in the FA Cup, Arsenal did, which was a huge shock at the time – probably the one that hurt more was when we lost to Tottenham in the FA Cup semi-final at Wembley when Gazza got that free kick and Gary Lineker got two. And that hurt obviously, local rivals North London rivals – we just didn’t play well. We won the league that year and felt we could have won the double, but it didn’t happen. Probably the biggest disappointment was the number of goals I scored in the later years of my career when I became a provider more than a scorer and it was a period that I didn’t really enjoy and it was a shame because it was my last couple of years in the game and I went out with a whimper really and it’s something I regret happening.

Are there any changes to the rules or the way football is played that you think are overdue
……. No I wouldn’t like to see it change much at all to be honest…I mean there are obviously a lot of clubs going to the wall or close to going to the wall now and there’s so much money at the top level of the game and it would just be nice if a bit more filtered down and kept some of the lower league clubs in business you know because it would be a great shame – although people say 92 league clubs if that’s what it is now is too many for a country England’s size. There’d be a lot of people disappointed if you know a handful of those, a section went out of business.

Do you think all this money that’s has come into football in the last 10 years ultimately will be good for the game or only good for those at the top of the game?
You know, I think there is an initiative to plough it into the grass roots, which obviously is admirable and we’ve got to do that while there’s so much money floating about I think. A lot of it, inevitable really, it comes in and it goes out. It goes into players pockets which, I would be the last to complain about that ‘cos I know if I was a player I’d say – “Well if the money’s there, we’re the people entertaining, we the ones that deserve it” - . But obviously there’s all sorts of people involved. The agents cream off a lot these days – but I just think as long as the money available is invested wisely just to improve facilities in the country then it’ll be a good thing.
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